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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON

NOE MELENDEZ,

PlaintitI,

v.

MORROW COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT, MARK BURROWS, and
RONALD ANTHONY,

Defendants.

ACOSTA, Magistrate Judge:

Introduction

Civ. No. 07-875-AC

OPINION AND
ORDER

PlaintiffNoe Melendez ("Melendez") :filed suit in federal district court against defendants

Morrow County School District ("the District"), District Superintendent Mark Burrows ("Defendant

BUlTows"), and Irrigon High School Principal Ronald Anthony ("Defendant Anthony") (collectively
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"Defendants"). Melendez has alleged claims arising under 42 U.S.C. § 2000e el seq. ("Title VII")

and Oregon Revised Statues ("ORS") 659A.030 el seq., for discrimination based on race and

national origin; the Americans With Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12201 ("the ADA") and ORS

659A.100 el seq., for discrimination based on anxiety and sleep-related disability; Oregon's

Whistleblower Law, ORS 659A.230; 42 U.S.c. § 1983 ("section 1983") for civil rights violations;

and wrongful termination under Oregon common law.

This opinion concerns four motions. First, Defendants District and Burrows filed a motion

for summary judgment on all claims. Second, Defendant Anthony filed a motion for summary

judgment on all claims. As necessary, the court will distinguish between these two motions for

summary judgment by referring to them as "MSJ I" and "MSJ II," respectively. Third, Defendants

District and Burrows filed a motion to strike portions of the declarations of Melendez, his wife

Elizabeth Melendez, and Greg Lyons. FOUlih, Defendants moved to supplement the record.

Defendants District and Burrows's motion for summary judgment is granted as to the

wrongful discharge and section 1983 claims. The motion is denied as to all other claims. Defendant

Anthony's motion for summary judgment is denied, except to the extent that some ofhis evidentiary

objections are granted. The District and Defendant BUlTows' s motion to strike is granted in part and

denied in part, and their motion to supplement the summaty judgment record is denied.

FaClual Background

Melendez suffers from anxiety, depression, and insomnia. Since March 2001, he has

received treatment for an.xiety. (Melendez Declaration ("Dec!.") ~ 6.) in September 2001, the

District hired Melendez to work at Irrigon High School as an educational assistant ("EA"). (Bennett

Dec!. Exhibit ("Ex.") 1.) At the time of his hire, Melendez did not request accommodation for any
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disabilities. (Defendants' ("Defs.''') Concise Statement ofMaterial Facts ("CSMF") ~ 2.) Defendant

Anthony was the Principal ofInigon High School from Fall 2000 through Spring 2006. While

filling out employment-related paperwork, Melendez told Defendant Anthony that he was a legal

resident of the United States, but not a citizen. Defendant Anthony told Melendez to indicate that

he was a United States citizen on his paperwork because it did not really matter for their purposes.

(Melendez Deposition ("Depo.") 44:5-12; 47:9-16.) To Melendez's knowledge, only Defendant

Anthony knew that Melendez was a citizen ofMexico, and not the United States. (Melendez Depo.

51:4-8.)

Over the course of his employment with the District, Melendez was evaluated five times.

These evaluations occurred on January 16, 2002, June 7, 2002, June 3, 2003, May 24,2004, and June

1,2005. (Melendez Decl. Ex. A-D, I.) Melendez consistently received an overall rating of"Meets

Expectations - Continue Employment," when evaluated. (plaintiffs ("Pl.'s") CSMF ~ 51.) Two

of these evaluations cited a need for improvement in "Punctuality and Attendance," and one

evaluation cited a need for improvement in the area of "Initiative." (Melendez Dec!. Ex. B, C.)

Melendez's final evaluation did not cite any areas in need of improvement. (Melendez Dec!. Ex. 1.)

Beginning in 2002, Melendez tried repeatedly and unsuccessfully to get a coaching position

at the schoo!. (Melendez Depo. 159:19-21.) Prior to this, Melendez had been told he had to "lly

out" for a coaching position and was "humiliated" when a Caucasian man "just out ofHigh School"

was hired instead of Melendez. [d.

In October 2003, Defendant Anthony assigned Melendez to cafeteria lunch duty. (Melendez

Dec!. ~ 14.) Defendant Anthony also told Melendez to empty trash bins while on duty. [d. This task

was not usually assigned to EAs and was typically performed by the janitorial staff. (Bennett Dec!.
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Ex. 35.) As another staffmember, Greg Lyons ("Lyons") testified: "During my employment at the

High School, I witnessed Noe Melendez empty trash bins and put away tables. To my knowledge,

no other [aide] was required to perfOlID these types oftasks." (Lyons Dec!. ~ 4.) Defendant Anthony

also testified that aides on cafeteria duty were not typically required to perfOlID janitorial duties.

(Anthony Depo. 28: 16-24.)

On October 21 , 2003, and October 23,2003, Melendez was admitted to a hospital and treated

for "abdominal pain, anxiety and insonmia." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 15.) Melendez went to an urgent

care facility on July 15, 2004, in part due to problems with "anxiety and insomnia." (Melendez Dec!'

~ 21.) In September 2004, Melendez informed Joel Chavez ("Chavez"), the District English

Language Learners Director, ofhis anxiety and insomnia but was not offered any accommodations.

(Melendez Dec!' ~ 24.)

On February 5, 2004, the District informed all EAs that a new federal policy had been

enacted under the No Child Left Behind Act. This policy required all EAs to become "highly

qualified" to maintain employment with the District. (Bennett Dec!., Ex. 6 at ~ 2-3.) To be "highly

qualified," an EA was required to pass a basic skills test ("the test"). (Bennett Dec!., Ex. 7 at 4.)

The test was not administered by the District. (Ashbeck Dec!. ~ 4.) Melendez, an EA hired prior

to January 8, 2002, was required to pass the test no later than January 8, 2006, to maintain

employment. (Melendez Depo. 277 :6-8.) Melendez was notified ofthe testing requirement and was

provided training and reminders in preparation for taking the test. (Bennett Dec!., Ex. 7 at 5;

Melendez Depo. 277:10-18.)

Melendez first took the test in August 2005 and failed the math section. (Melendez Depo.

278:6-279:3.) Melendez received at least two reminders that he still needed to pass the test to
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maintain employment with the District. (Bennett Dec!. Ex. 11; Melendez Dec!. ~ 48.) Each time

Melendez took the test, he failed only the math section.

Melendez's wife, Elizabeth Melendez, served as a home school liaison for the District,

beginning in 2004. On September 30, 2004, Melendez reported a change of address via emai!.

Rhonda Lorenz forwarded this email to Julie Ashbeck ("Ashbeck") and wrote: "FYI - I can't say

if Elizabeth moved with him[.]" (Melendez Dec!. Ex. E.) Melendez felt this was a slight against

Hispanic persons. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 23 and Ex. E.)

On October 5, 2004, Melendez witnessed an incident of child abuse involving an assistant

football coach, Lonnie Rill ("Rill"), and a male student (hereinafter "the B.B. incident"), when Rill

twisted the nipples of the student and lifted him off the ground. (Melendez Depo. 124:6-22.)

Melendez reported the incident to the head coach, Lyons, and another teacher, Lori Monaco. Lyons

then reported the B.B. incident to the athletic director, Larry French ("French"), and Defendant

Anthony. (Melendez Depo. 157:3-6; 125:13-126:10.) Defendant Anthony reprimanded Rill, but did

not report the B.B. incident to any other person or entity at that time. (Burrows Depo. 83:10-16.)

According to Melendez, he also reported to Defendant Anthony that Rill made derogatory comments

about Hispanic student football players. Rill is a friend of Defendant Anthony's son and has been

since high schoo!. (Anthony Depo. 46:9-15.) Melendez subsequently reported the B.H. incident to

the Morrow County Sheriffs Depatiment. (Melendez Depo. 134:1-7.)

On March 28, 2005, Melendez saw Dr. Joseph Gifford for anxiety and insomnia and received

a prescription for Zoloft. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 29.) In August 2005, Melendez contacted and met with

Defendant Burrows to discuss the B.B. incident, poor treatment ofMelendez generally, and the fact

that Melendez had never received a coaching position, despite repeated requests since 2002.
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On August 14, 2005, Melendez and Lyons spoke with Chavez. They informed him that they

felt retaliated against by Defendant Anthony, among others, after reporting of the RH. incident. On

August 18, 2005, Melendez and Lyons met with Defendant Burrows and Ashbeck and complained

of retaliation for reporting the B.H. incident, being denied a coaching position, and being ordered

to perform janitorial duties. Melendez also reported that French had sent an offensive email to

various staff members. The email included a series of photographs of female bodybuilders and a

question as to what happened once the women stopped bodybuilding. The "punch line" ofthe email

was a photograph of an obese female, scantily clad and in a sexually suggestive position, with the

caption: "Remind me to NEVER exercise!" (Melendez Dec\., Ex. II.)

Sometime in August 2005, Melendez and Defendant BlUl'OWS met at a local bar. (Nlelendez

Dec\. '138.) According to Melendez, Defendant Bul1'ows urged him to keep the incident involving

the offensive email from French confidential. Melendez felt that Defendant Burrows's comments

contained an implied threat of retaliation if Melendez continued to report instances of child abuse

or discrimination. On August 26, 2005, Defendant Bul1'ows issued a "Risk Management Report"

addressing Melendez's issues. (Nlelendez Decl. Ex. J.) The report stated: "[Melendez] told Ml'.

Chavez that he feels he is being discriminated against by Principal, Ron Anthony, insomuch as Ml'.

Anthony has not hired Ml'. Melendez for coaching positions he has applied for." Id. at I. The report

described the B.H. incident and revealed that Defendant Anthony was aware ofthe incident and did

not report it to outside authorities because "he did not believe that it was anything more than

horseplay." Id at 2. The repmi concluded that, among other things, there had been assault and

battery of a minor and both a legal and ethical failure to report child abuse as required by law. On

September 6, 2005, Defendant Anthony received a reprimand which stated: "Some staffmembers
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at IJSH reported to the risk management team that they believe that there is an 'inside group' that

is treated differently than other staff members." (Melendez Dec!. Ex. N.)

On August 29, 2005, Melendez was hospitalized for four days due to amiety, depression, and

initable bowel syndrome. (Melendez Dec!.~ 40.) He was also experiencing insomnia and "would

sleep for only three to four hours per night, and not well." Id.

In a September 13, 2005, email, Melendez requested a meeting with Defendant Bunows to

discuss both an unspecified incident that took place the day before and "years of discriminatory

treatment. (not racial)." (Bennett Dec!. Ex. 34.) On September 29, 2005, Melendez's union

representative sent a letter to Defendant Bunows about Melendez's treatment. It read, in relevant

part: "I wanted to make clear that when Noe consulted me about his concerns on the way he was

being treated, he at no time suggested it was racially motivated.... I feel it should be made clear

that Noe does not think that wIr. Anthony has any racial animosity or issues with him." (Bennett

Dec!. Ex. 35.) At this point, the District investigated Melendez's complaints, which resulted in

dismissal of the assistant coach and a written reprimand ofDefendant Anthony. (Bennett Dec!., Ex.

37 at 2, II.) An investigative report was prepared and Melendez received a copy of this report.

(Melendez Depo. 176: 14-18.)

On October 10, 2005, Melendez complained of retaliation for reporting child abuse and

discrimination and asked the board to take action. According to Melendez, the board "ignored [him]

and told [him] to move on." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 49.) On October 13, 2005, Melendez refused to

comply with a request that he supervise students putting the lunch tables away. The p~lties dispute

whether, in response to his refusal, a Caucasian cafeteria employee, Linda Fox, took a french fry off

the floor and placed in on Melendez's plate. Melendez, who claims that this happened, felt that Ms.
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Fox "was implying that as a Mexican [he] should know [his] place and was perpetuating a negative

racial stereotype." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 50.)

On October 17, 2005, Melendez and Defendant Burrows met. This meeting was

memorialized by Defendant Burrows in an October 20,2009, letter. (Melendez Decl. Ex. Q.) The

letter stated that Defendant Burrows was committed to fair treatment of all employees; that

Melendez's prior allegations had been investigated and resolved; that Defendant Burrows would

ensure Melendez had an opportunity to apply for coaching positions; that Defendant Burrows had

discouraged Melendez from publicly discussing confidential school matters; and that Melendez

should report any new wrongdoing to Defendant Burrows or a union representative. Id.

On October 24, 2005, Defendant Burrows again sent Melendez a letter of warning.

(Melendez Dec!. Ex. D.) The letter was in response to a report that, on October 13, 2009, "while

[Melendez was] being paid to supervise a football game[, he] revealed confidential

information ... to a patron and threatened to go to the press." (Bennett Decl., Ex. 42 at 1.) In the

letter, Defendant Burrows stated that the B.B. incident had been thoroughly investigated and

resolved; matters involving staffand students at the school were often confidential; other employees

had complained that Melendez had disclosed confidential information inappropriately; and

Melendez's disclosures were contrary to his job description and hmmful to the school. Id. The letter

concluded:

Please consider this letter a warning. You are being directed to cease and desist from
using your work time to lobby other employees. You must maintain confidentiality
about school employees and children. You have the right to respond in writing to
this warning, and have that response attached to this document. Any further actions
ofthis nature may result in fuliher disciplinmy action, up to and including dismissal.

Id. Melendez felt this letter was an "implied threat to dissuade [him] from repOliing child abuse and
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discrimination." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 54.)

On November 14, 2005, Melendez was given a position as assistant coach of the boy's

basketball team at Irrigon Junior High Schoo!. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 61.)

On November 16,2005, Melendez had plans to ride to Pendleton, Oregon, with two other

district employees in order to retake the test. (Melendez Decl. ~ 62.) Melendez had to drive himself,

however, because the two employees left without him at the urging ofKarli Cook ("Cook"), another

district employee who stated that Melendez was not suitable to ride with them. Id. Cook was

formerly under the direct supervision ofDefendant Anthony. (Anthony Depo. 87: 11-18.) According

to Melendez, this caused him to be late for the test and very anxious upon taking it, both of which

contributed to his failure to pass the test. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 62.) The incident was investigated and

the district concluded that Cook had behaved inappropriately. Cook "admitted that she had made

comments ... that were inappropriate and unnecessary conceming [Melendez]." (Melendez Decl.

Ex. AA.)

Melendez was involuntarily transfened to the Morrow County Altemative Education

Program. (Bennett Dec!., Ex. 48 at 2.) He was informed of this transfer on December 3, 2005. Id.

at 4. Burrows was responsible for this assignment. Melendez and Lyons met with Berto Hemandez,

a school board member, to complain of retaliation, and Melendez was told not to involve Chavez

in his problems. (Melendez Decl. ~ 70.) After his transfer, Melendez was no longer under the

supervision ofDefendantAnthony although they continued to have contact during Melendez's tenure

as an assistant basketball coach. (Anthony Dec!. 2.)

In February 2006, the district extended the passage deadline for all EAs "to the end of the

2005-2006 school year." (Bennett Decl., Ex. 13 at 5.) On March 9, 2006, Melendez was diagnosed
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with Generalized Anxiety Disorder ("GAD") and prescribed Zoloft for amiety and difficulty

sleeping. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 78.)

On March 14, 2006, Melendez reported to Defendant Bu11'0WS that he had received another

offensive email from another District employee, athletic director French. Defendant Bu11'0WS

initially asked Melendez if he had accessed French's computer and sent the offensive email and

photos to himself. (Burrows Depo. 127:3-7.) Afterreporting this incident, Melendez's email access

was temporarily interrupted. Following an investigation that substantiated Melendez's repOli,

"Bu11'0WS issued discipline letters to the parties involved and all District employees were reminded

of the District's policy regarding the Internet and appropriate email use." (Defs.' CSMF ~ 45.)

French was placed on two weeks of administrative leave, without pay. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 81.)

Melendez also l'epOlied an incident ofchild abuse involving a Caucasian teacher, Fred Long, and a

Hispanic student. (Anthony Depo. 93 :2-94: I.) M1'. Long was given a letter ofrepl'imand as a result.

(Anthony Depo. 93: 18-21.) He and Defendant Anthony occasionally play golf together and are

"[fJriendly." (Anthony Depo. 94:8-9,17-18.)

On March 15,2006, Defendant Anthony was also reprimanded for sending inappropriate

emails to his district colleagues. (J'vlelendez Dec!. Ex. N.) On June 12,2006, Defendant Anthony

resigned his position with the District. (Melendez Dec!. Ex. WW.)

Melendez claims that, during his employment with the District, he overheard other

employees, specifically Rill and Anthony, refe11'ing to Hispanic individuals as "gangsters" and

"gangbangers." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 17.) Defendants do not dispute this except to point out that

Melendez lacks evidentiary suppOli. Rill also allegedly made several racially derolSatory statements

to Melendez, calling him a "stupid Mexican," and refe11'ing to gang members as Melendez's
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"brothers." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 18.) Defendant Anthony prohibited Melendez from wearing blue

colored clothing or clothing bearing the Los Angeles Dodgers' logo because of its resemblance to

"gang memorabilia." (Melendez Decl. ~ 25.) Other staff members were not subject to this

restriction, in particular Eric Hmjo, a Caucasian.

Melendez discussed his disability and requested accommodation from Ashbeck. As

Melendez testified: "In March or April 2006, I contacted Julie Ashbeck and requested

accommodations for my anxiety disorder and insomnia. I informed Ms. Ashbeck that I was taking

medication and was under a lot of stress and asked for more time to take the Applied Math section

ofthe test during the coming summer." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 82.) Ashbeck told Melendez the deadline

could not be changed. Id On April 14, 2006, Melendez sent a tort claims notice to the District.

(Melendez Dec!. Ex. PP.)

On April 18, 2006, Melendez was infOlmed that if he did not successfully pass the test by

June 9, 2006, he would be terminated. (Bennett Dec!. Ex. 15.) On April 21 ,2006, Melendez filed

an amended tort claims notice. (Melendez Dec!. Ex. RR.) On or around June 6, 2006, Melendez

spoke with Bul1'0WS and requested an extension of this deadline because of anxiety. (Melendez

Depo.285:15-25.) He presented a doctor's note that read: "Patient was seen at the clinic (urgent

care) today for his condition (generalized anxiety disorder)." (Melendez Dec!. Ex. 88.) No

additional extensions were requested by Melendez. (Melendez Depo. 288:5-7.)

On June 8, 2006, Defendant Burrows sent Melendez a letter stating that he would be

terminated ii'om employment with the District as ofJune 9, 2006. (Bennett Decl. Ex. 22.) However,

the letter also stated that if Melendez was able to produce a passing math score prior to June 28,

2006, the District would rescind his termination. Id. Melendez did not produce a passing score,
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request another extension, or seek any further accommodation prior to June 28, 2006, and, thus, his

termination was not rescinded. (Bennett Dec!., Ex. 23 at ~ 8.) In subsequent job applications,

Melendez has cited failure to pass the test as the reason for his termination by the District.

(Melendez Depo. 332:6-10.) On June 21, 2006, Melendez was again diagnosed with GAD.

(Melendez Dec!. ~ 102.)

On or around September 7, 2006, Melendez filed complaints for employment discrimination

and retaliation with the Bureau of Labor and Industries ("BOLl") and the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. Melendez filed this action in federal court on June 13,2007.

Melendez finally passed the test on September 19,2006. (Bennett Dec!., Ex. 25 at 11.) Since

passing the test, Melendez has applied for positions with the District but has never been contacted

in response to his applications. On October 4, 2006, Melendez sent an email to Ashbeck about

substitute teaching at District schools and received no response. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 109.) In April

2007, Melendez applied as anEA within the District and again received no response. (Bennett Dec!.,

Ex. 25 at 8.) In July 2008, Melendez applied for a District job in response to an online job posting.

He was infOlmed that the posting had closed, although there was no indication of a closing date on

the posting itself. (Melendez Dec!. ~ 112.) Defendant BUlTOWS testified that he did not wish to

rehire Melendez based on statements Melendez made related to this lawsuit, which Burrows believed

to be false. (Burrows Depo. 137:10-138:11.)

Legal Standard

Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, the discovely and disclosure materials

on file, and any affidavits show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the

movant is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." FED. R. CIV. P. 56(c) (2008). Summaryjudgment
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is not proper ifmaterial factual issues exist for trial. Warren v. City a/Carlsbad, 58 F.3d 439, 441

(9th Cir. 1995).

The moving party has the burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material

fact. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,323 (1986). If the moving party shows the absence of

a genuine issue ofmaterial fact, the nonmoving party must go beyond the pleadings and identifY facts

which show a genuine issue for trial. Id. at 324. A nonmoving party cannot defeat summary

judgment by relying on the allegations in the complaint, or with tillsupported conjecture or

conclusory statements. Hernandez v. Spacelabs lvledical, Inc., 343 F.3d 1107, 1112 (9th Cir. 2003).

Thus, summary judgment should be entered against "a patiy who fails to make a showing sufficient

to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case, and on which that party will

bear the burden of proof at trial." Celotex, 477 U.S. at 322.

The court must view the evidence in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Bell

v. Cameron },leadows Land Co., 669 F.2d 1278, 1284 (9th Cir. 1982). All reasonable doubt as to

the existence of a genuine issue of fact should be resolved against the moving party. Hector v.

Wiens, 533 F.2d 429, 432 (9th Cir. 1976). Where different ultimate inferences may be drawn,

summmyjudgment is inappropriate. Sankovich v. Life Ins. Co. o/North America, 638 F.2d 136, 140

(9th Cir. 1981).

However, deference to the nonmoving pmiy has limits. The nonmoving party must set fOlih

"specific facts showing a genuine issue for triaL" FED. R. CIV. P. 56(e) (2008)(emphasis added).

The "mere existence ofa scintilla ofevidence in support ofthe plaintiffs position [is] insufficient."

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 252 (1986). Therefore, where "the record taken as

a whole could not lead a rational trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party, there is no genuine
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issue for trial." lviatsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 587 (1986)

(internal quotations marks omitted).

Discussion

.L Evidentiary Objections

a. ,VJotion Improperly Characterized

Defendants District and Burrows (for purposes of these objections only, referred to as

"Defendants") allege that pOliions ofMelendez's, Elizabeth Melendez's, and Lyons's declarations

should be stricken as immaterial or based on inadmissible evidence, or both. This motion has been

incorrectly characterized as a motion to strike under Rule l2(f), which authorizes a court to strike

material from a pleading. Here, Defendants seek to strike material from an evidentiary submission.

Thus, Defendants' motion is properly characterized as a series ofevidentiary objections and the court

will apply Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ("Rule") 56's standard that admissible evidence be

presented on summary judgment.

Defendants specifically object to the following pOliions of Melendez's declaration. First,

Defendants allege that paragraphs 13-18,20-27,29,31-36,38,40,43-47,49,50,52,54,60-62,67,

69,70,74,75,78,82,92-96,98,101, and 104 are "substantially comprised ofhearsay, speculation,

andlor legal conclusions." (Defs.' Memorandum ("Memo.") MSJ I at 2.) Second, Defendants argue

that several statements are inadmissible as they relate to events occurring outside the statute of

limitations. Third, Defendants allege that paragraphs 24, 38, 50, and 82 ofMelendez's declaration

contradict earlier sworn testimony given at Melendez's deposition and should not be considered by

the court.

II
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b. Hearsay, Speculation, and Legal Conclusions

Defendants object to exactly fifty paragraphs contained III Melendez's declaration.

Defendants write: "The following paragraphs are inadmissible and should be stricken from the

record for purposes of the present Motion for Summary Judgment because they are substantially

comprised of hearsay, speculation, and/or legal conclusions." (Defs.' Memo., Motion to Strike at

2.) This statement constitutes the sum total of Defendants' argument as to their broad evidentiary

objections to a substantial portion of Melendez's declaration. Defendants also seek to strike the

entirety of Elizabeth Melendez and Lyons's declarations on these same grounds. In response,

Melendez argues that Defendants objections are too broad and require work on the part of both

Melendez and the court that Defendants do not require of themselves.

To the extent that the evidentimy material submitted by either party is speculative or

represents a legal conclusion, the court, as a matter of course, will not factor that material into the

decision. See Burch v. Regents ofthe University ofCalifornia, 433 F. Supp. 2d 1110, 1119 (ED.

Cal. 2006) ("[S]tatements in declarations based on speculation or improper legal conclusions, or

argumentative statements, are notfacts and likewise will not be considered on a motion for summary

judgment. Objections on any ofthese grounds are simply superfluous in this context." (citing Smith

v. County ofHumboldt, 240 F. Supp. 2d 1109, 1115-16 (N.D. Cal. 2003) (emphasis in original))).

Here, Defendants give an extensive list of objectionable paragraphs in Melendez's declaration and

cite three broad objections. Defendants do not specifY which objections apply to which paragraphs

let alone which pmticular statements within those paragraphs they apply to. Furthermore, with

respect to the declarations ofElizabeth Melendez and Lyons, Defendants object to the declarations

in their entirety with no specificity whatsoever.
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The court agrees with Melendez and declines to sift through the extensive material cited and

speculate as to what material is objectionable and which objection Defendants wish to apply to a

particular piece of evidence. See Burch, 433 F. Supp. 2d at 1126 n.l6 (a party must "identify

portions of the record that call into question the material facts of [the] case. In the absence of

evidentiary support, the court is not obligated to 'search the entire record to establish that it is bereft

ofa genuine issue of material fact.'" (quoting Street v. J.c. Bradford & Co., 886 F.2d 1472,1480

(6th Cir. 1989) (emphasis in original»). That said, the court will reviewthe evidentiary submissions

and exclude material that is clearly speculative or legally conclusory. Factual allegations that fall

into one or more of these categories will not bear on the court's summmy judgment analysis. This

is analysis implicit in every summary judgment disposition.

Despite their similm'ly broad nature, the court will specifically address Defendants' hearsay

objections. Due to the fact that, at summmy judgment, the nonmovant "is not attempting to prove

its case, but instead seek[ing] only to demonstrate that a question of fact remains for trial[,]" some

circuits evaluate only the moving pmty's submissions for compliance with the rule against hearsay.

Burch, 433 F. Supp. 2d at 1121. However, the "cul1'ent law in the Ninth Circuit is arguably that the

rule against hearsay, [Federal Rule ofEvidence] 802, applies to evidence submitted in support ofand

in opposition to a motion for summary judgment." Id. at 1122 (emphasis in original) (citing In re

Watts, 298 F.3d 1077, 1083-84 (9th Cir. 2002). The court will address Defendants' hearsay

objections, but, because Defendants' hearsay objections were extremely broad and non-specific, the

court will address only the portions allegedly containing hearsay that are relevant to disposition of

this matter.

First, Melendez's declaration states that Rill told Melendez that "he 'knew for a fact' that
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[Melendez] would never get a coaching position at the high schoo!." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 18.) This

is an out-of-court statement offered to prove the truth ofthe matter asserted, i.e., that Melendez was

not given a fair opportunity to obtain a coaching position. However, under the Federal Rules of

Evidence, admissions are not hearsay. "An admission is an out-of-court 'statement ... offered

against a party.'" Jones, Rosen, Wegner & Jones, RUTTER GROUP PRACTICE GUIDE: FEDERAL

CIVIL TRIALS & EVIDENCE 8: 1996 (The Rutter Group 2008). This rule applies to an employee where

the statement is made within both the course and scope ofemployment. See Peterson v. Tri-County

}.letro. Transp. Dist., Civ. No. 06-1828-ST, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20881, at *9 (D. Or. Mar. 14,

2008) ("Peterson argues that McAuley's statement is not hearsay because it is an admission of a

party opponent. . . . To introduce such evidence, Peterson must show that McAuley's statement

concerned matters within the scope of her employment and was made during the existence of the

employment relationship."). Here, Rill's statement was allegedly made while he was employed by

the District and concerns coaching positions given to those employed by the schoo!. However, there

is no evidence in the record that Rill was directly involved in hiring coaches or that such activity was

otherwise within the scope ofhis employment. Thus, the statement does not qualify as an admission

and is inadmissible hearsay.

Second, Melendez's declaration states that "Mr. Anthony said if there [was] any child abuse

that the staff has to repOli to him, not to the police." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 35.) This statement is

offered to prove that Defendant Anthony instructed staffnot to go to the police with repOlis of child

abuse, which is what the statement itself asserts. However, it is an admission offered against

Defendants and, thus, is not hearsay.

Third, Melendez's declaration states that Defendant Burrows threatenedMelendez that "there
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would be severe consequences for [him] if [he] did not clean up [his] act and 'keep [his] mouth

shut.'" (Melendez Dec!. ~ 38.) Again, this statement is offered to prove that Defendant Burrows

told Melendez not to repOlt what was going on at the schoo!. However, it is an admission offered

against Defendants and, thus, is not hearsay.

Fourth, Melendez's declaration states that Eric Hmjo told him that Defendant Anthony was

telling other staffmembers that Melendez was a "snitch." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 43.) This presents two

levels of hearsay because two statements are involved. However, Defendant Anthony's statement

is not offered to prove that Melendez is a snitch and is therefore not hearsay. Eric Hmjo's statement

is offered to prove the truth ofhis statement, that Defendant Anthony made that pmticular statement.

This comment is within the scope of employment because it concerned impOltant duties related to

employment by the District. First, it implicated the duty to repOlt child abuse. Second, it implicated

the important act ofreporting unlawful discrimination. Third, it implicated Melendez's specific

repOlts about being treated unfairly in his employment. Each ofthese issues are extremely relevant

to the employment context. Defendant Anthony, in his capacity as the principal and Melendez's

supervisor, was acting within the scope ofhis employment when, in the presence ofother employees,

,
'he referred to Melendez as a "snitch." Communication to Melendez of Defendant Anthony's

sentiment by Eric Hmjo, a teacher and district employee, does not take it out of the scope of

employment. As an employee of the district acting within the scope of his employment, i.e.,

repOlting relevant comments made by the principal, Eric Hmjo's statement is an admission and is

not hearsay.

Fifth, Melendez's declaration states that Berto Hemandez told Melendez to "get an attomey

and file a lawsuit against the District for discrimination and retaliation." (Melendez Dec!. ~ 75.)
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This statement is offered for its truth, that a board member of the District believed that Melendez

should pursue legal action against the District, from which it presumably can be inferred that

Melendez had legitimate grounds upon which to base such action. As a board member, Mr.

Hemandez is an agent ofthe distrJct and, thus, this statement qualifies as an admission. See Penk

v. Oregon State Ed. ofHigher Education, Civ. No. 80-436-FR, 1981 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17508, at *51

(D. Or. Oct. 9, 1981) ("Title VII's definition of employer is broad in scope; it covers persons with

[fifteen] or more employees, engaged in an industty affecting commerce, and any agent of such a

person. This telm has been construed as covering local school boards which operate numerous

schools." (citing 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b». The statement is not hearsay.

c. Events Occurring Outside the Statute ofLimitations

Defendant next argues that "many of the statements [in Melendez's declaration] are

immaterial to any issue before the court because they occulTed outside of the applicable statute of

limitations and/or do not relate to the elements of any of [Melendez's] claims." Id. Defendants

apply this same argument to the declarations of Elizabeth Melendez and Lyons.

The court disagrees with Defendants that it cannot consider events outside the statute of

limitations, Le., those taking place more than two years prior to Melendez's filing in federal district

court. Although it is true that "time-barred acts may not be considered for purposes of liability,

evidence of time-barred acts may be considered to prove timely claims." Lucke v. l\Iultnomah

County, CV-06-1149-ST, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 71861, at *64 (D. Or. Sept. 22, 2008); see also

Nat 'I R.R. Passenger Corp. v. !\Iorgan, 536 U.S. 101, 113 (2002) ("[T]he statute [does not] bar an

employee from using the prior acts as background evidence in support of a timely claim.").

Accordingly, the court may consider events taking place prior to June 13, 2005, as background
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evidence in support of claims arising after June 13, 2005, although any such incidents do not

themselves give rise to liability. And, again, to the extent that the court deems events immaterial,

it will exclude them from its consideration of the summary judgment motions before it.

d. Conflicts Between Deposition and Declaration Testimony

Defendants argue thatMelendez has submitted declaration testimony that conflicts withprior

deposition testimony in an attempt to survive summary judgment by creating sham issues of fact.

The Supreme COUtt has recognized the "vittual unanimity" of circuit COUtts that "a party cannot

create a genuine issue of fact sufficient to survive summary judgment simply by contradicting his

or her own previous swom statement (by, say, filing a later affidavit that flatly contradicts that

party's earlier sworn deposition) without explaining the contradiction or attempting to resolve the

disparity." Cleveland v. Policy!'v/gmt. Sys. Corp., 526 U.S. 795, 806 (1999). In the Ninth Circuit,

the general rule is that

a party cannot create an issue offact by an affidavit contradicting his prior deposition
testimony. "Ifa party who has been examined at length on deposition could raise an
issue offact simply by submitting an affidavit contradicting his own prior testimony,
this would greatly diminish the utility of summary judgment as a procedure for
screening out sham issues of fact."

Kennedy v. Allied Mut. Ins. Co., 952 F.2d 262, 266 (9th Cir. 1991) (internal citations omitted)

(quoting Foster v. Arcata Associates, Inc., 772 F.2d 1453, 1462 (9th Cir. 1985), cert. denied,475

U.S. 1048 (1986)). This rule does not extend to cases "in which a contradictOlY affidavit is

introduced to explain portions ofearlier deposition testimony. Rather, [the rule is] concerned with

'sham' testimony that flatly contradicts earlier testimony in an attempt to 'create' an issue offact and

avoid summaryjudgment." Kennedy, 952 F.2d at 267. Therefore, the district court must determine

whether the contradictOly testimony was given in an honest effort to clarify, or was an intentional
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alteration designed to create a genuine issue of material fact.

The manner in which courts have treated conections to depositions, a related issue, sheds

light on the proper treatment of a sham affidavit. Rule 30(e) permits conections to deposition

testimony within thirty days of "being notified by the officer that the transcript or recording is

available," and where changes are justified by a signed statement "reciting such changes and the

reasons given by the deponent for making them." FED. R. CIV. P. 30(e) (2008). 1nHambleton Bros.

Lumber Co. v. Balkin Enters., 397 F.3d 1217 (9th Cir. 2005), the plaintiff submitted deposition

corrections pursuant to this rule, but did not submit the required statement of reasons. The court

noted examples where the "deposition conections are clearly altered to allege facts sufficient to

connect [a defendant] where none before existed." ld. at 1226 n.6. The comi gave the following

examples of the plaintiffs original answers and "corrected" answers. Where the plaintiffs original

answer read "Personally, 1 guess he, he didn't breach it," the plaintiffs cOlTected answer read "1

don't know the law but ifMr. Ballinger is responsible for Balkin's actions, then ifBalkin breached

the agreement, Mr. Ballinger breached the agreement." Where the original answer read "1 don't

know," the corrected answer read "Mr. Ballinger represented to me in 1996 or 1997 that Balkin still

owned the Fruitland property. He acted as if he was still involved with Balkin." Finally, where the

original answer again read "1 don't know," the corrected answer read, "Ballinger in the dissolution

ofBalkin distributed assets ofBalkin, the Fruitland propeliy, that should not have been distributed,

and he made me believe, in the 1996/1997 telephone conversation, that Balkin was still in existence

and still owned the Fmitland propeliy, which was untme." ld. The conected answers were clearly

in conflict with the answers originally given at the deposition, especially as to those questions to

which the plaintiff had answered "1 don't know."
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In response to these proffered "colTections" and in the absence of an explanation for these

cOlTections, the court wrote:

A statement of reasons explaining corrections is an important component of elTata
submitted pursuant to FRCP 30(e), because the statement pennits an assessment
concerning whether the alterations have a legitimate purpose. The magistrate judge
was troubled by the deposition corrections' seemingly tactical timing . . .. The
absence ofany stated reasons for the changes supports the magistrate judge's concern
that the 'corrections' were not corrections at all, but rather purposeful rewrites
tailored to manufacture an issue of material fact regarding Ballinger and to avoid a
summmy judgment ruling in his favor.

ld. at 1224-1225. The court likened this treatment of "sham" cOlTections to its treatment of"sham"

affidavits in Kennedy. In other words, in order to accept an alteration or correction of deposition

testimonyvia a supplemental affidavit, the court must be persuaded that the changes had a legitimate

basis, i.e., the testimony required clarification, the deponent genuinely misunderstood the question,

or the deponent gained access to new evidence containing material facts. See Kennedy, 952 F.2d

at 266 (quoting Miller v. A.H Robins Co., 766 F.2d 1102, 11 04 (7th Cir. 1985)).

Judges in this district have applied this standard to assess the legitimacy of cOlTected

testimony. InB..! G. v. Society ofthe Holy ChildJesus, Civ. No. 07-541-HA, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

25227 (D. Or. Mar. 28, 2008), the plaintiffalleged sexual abuse by nuns more than forty years prior

to filing her claim in federal court. Whether the plaintiffs claims were time-balTed was dependent

on the time at which she became aware that she had suffered legally cognizable hmm. The plaintiff

submitted a corrected deposition and the defendants moved to strike "plaintiffs amended and

'corrected' answers to her deposition, which alter[ed] plaintiffs testimonyregarding when she knew

of the impact upon her from the nuns' alleged abuse ...." ld. at *2. In her deposition, the plaintiff

testified that "she actually knew that what she [said] the sisters did to her had contributed to her
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bouts of depression long before she finally filed her complaint." Id at *6. The plaintiff, by way of

a corrected deposition, attempted to alter this testimony and assert that she "[did] not know when

she became cognizant that the alleged abuse at issue contributed to her depression . . . ." Id

Plaintiffs counsel argued that the corrections were necessary because "plaintiff was pressured for

answers that she was unsure of at her deposition and that when pushed, plaintiff was compelled to

guess." Id. Judge Haggerty concluded that this allegation was not suppotted by the record and,

therefore, the changes made to the transcript were unjustified. Accordingly, the motion to strike was

granted.

By contrast, in a recent decision also in this district, Judge Papak denied the plaintiffs'

motion to strike deposition testimony based on alleged inconsistencies. The testimony in question

dealt with whether the parties were in compliance with an organizationalmle. The comt detetmined

that, although the deponent "was less well prepared for his deposition than he would have been under

ideal circumstances, and therefore could give no definitive response as to the two plaintiff

organizations' CUlTent compliance with the Program Integrity Rule, such ill-preparedness [was] not

a basis for granting the motion to strike." Legal Aid Servs. ofOregon v. Legal Servs. Corp., CV 05

1444-PK, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 28887, at *43 (D. Or. Apr. 7, 2008). Further, "[b]eyond [the

deponent's] inability to answer questions regarding CUlTent compliance, comparison ofthe relevant

portions ofhis deposition testimony and the complained ofpat'agraphs ofhis declaration reveal[ed]

no contradiction." Id. at *44. Where a court can reasonably reconcile the alleged inconsistencies,

a motion to strike should be denied.

Defendants object to four instances in which Melendez's declaration allegedly contradicts

his deposition testimony. First, Defendants cite paragraph 24 of Melendez's declaration as
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conflicting with his deposition testimony at 272:6-274:5. Defendants claim these are contradictory

because at deposition Melendez testified that the District's first notice of his medical condition

occUlTed in June 2006, immediately prior to his termination for failure to pass the test. Melendez's

declaration, however, states.that Melendez requested an accommodation from Chavez for anxiety

and insomnia, within a year of September 30, 2004. .Melendez responds that this is not a "flat

contradiction" and, thus, it is not subject to the sham affidavit rule. Analysis under this rule is not

simply concerned with the existence of a direct contradiction. Rather, the rule addresses a range of

inconsistencies and whether such inconsistencies can be explained or otherwise resolved. Here,

Melendez offers no rationale for his testimonial inconsistency outside of observing that the human

memOlY is falliable. This is not sufficient to explain the inconsistency between Melendez's

deposition and declaration testimony.

However, the portion of the deposition cited by Defendants does not address the issue as

characterized by Defendants and, thus, does not actually contradict the declaration testimony.

Instead, it addresses whether or not Melendez signed a note and delivered it, with a doctor's note,

to the superintendent's office. Melendez does not testifY, in this excerpt cited by Defendants, that

this was the first notice he gave ofhis medical condition to Defendants. The court recognizes that

this deposition excerpt is not on point and that Defendants may have cited it in enor. But, under the

Local Rules of Civil Practice, "[e]xcept as otherwise required by law, when resolving a motion for

summaty judgment, the [c]ourt has no independent duty to search and consider any part of the court

record not otherwise referenced in the separate concise statements of the patiies." District of

Oregon, Local Rules ofCivil Practice, Rule 56.1 (2006). The cOUli declines to locate the deposition

excerpt it assumes Defendants intended to cite. Thus, the could will not strike the cited pOliion of
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Melendez's declaration.

Second, Defendants cite paragraph 38 of Melendez's declaration as conflicting with his

deposition testimony at 221 :23-222:21. Defendants claim these are contradictory because at

deposition, Melendez testified that Defendant Burrows asked him only to delete specific emails,

whereas paragraph 38 of Melendez's declaration states that Defendant Bul1'ows told him to shred

all papers and email and empty the "trash" folders on his computer. The court declines to strike this

testimony for two reasons. First, the deposition excerpt cited by Defendants is not included in either

party's briefing materials and, thus, the court could not review the actual content of that excerpt.

Second, the court is not persuaded that it "flatly contradicts earlier testimony in an attempt to 'create'

an issue of fact and avoid summary judgment." Kennedy, 952 F.2d at 267. The differences in the

testimony are minor and do not materially alter the meaning of Melendez's testimony.

Third, Defendants cite paragraph 50 of Melendez's declaration as conflicting with his

deposition testimony at 253 :2-7. Defendants claim these are contradictOlY because at deposition,

Melendez was asked to list all incidents of harassment and Melendez did not list the incident

described in paragraph 50 wherein a cafeteria employee took a french fry off the floor and put it on

Melendez's plate. Again, the deposition excerpt cited by Defendants is not included in eitherpatty's

briefing materials and, thus, the court could not review the actual content of that excerpt. Because

of this omission, the court cannot evaluate whether Melendez should have included the incident in

his deposition testimony. Accordingly, the court will not strike this portion of Melendez's

declaration testimony.

Fourth, Defendants cite paragraph 82 of Melendez's declaration as conflicting with his

deposition testimony at 288:5-7. Defendants claim these are contradictory because at deposition,
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Melendez testified that his first request for accommodation occul1'ed in June 2006 when Melendez

showed Defendant Bul1'0WS his doctor's note, immediately prior to the testing deadline. Paragraph

82 of Melendez's declaration states that Melendez contacted Ashbeck in March or April 2006 to

request accommodations related to the test and was told that the deadline could not be changed.

However, Defendants mischaracteri;ze Melendez's deposition testimony, which actually states that

Melendez did not present additional doctor's notes to Defendant Bul1'0WS for extensions of time.

Thus, these two propositions are not in conflict as the declaration says nothing about a doctor's note.

The deposition testimony cited simply does not say that Melendez's first and only request for

accommodation occulTed when he presented his doctor's note to Defendant Burrows immediately

prior to the testing deadline. Accordingly, this portion of Melendez's declaration will not be

stricken.

e. jVfarital privilege

The marital communications privilege "provides that' communications between the spouses,

privately made, are generally assumed to have been intended to be confidential, and hence they are

privileged .... '" United States v. ,vlontgomeIY, 384 F.3d 1050,1056 (9th Cil'. 2004) (quoting Wolfe

v. United States, 291 U.S. 7, 14 (1934)). The privilege applies to legally married persons and

extends to "words and acts intended to be a communication," so long as those communications were

not made in the presence of a third party, or likely to be overheard by a third party. j\;!ontgomely,

384 F.3d at 1056. Thus, Elizabeth Melendez may assert this privilege regarding communications

she had with her husband, Melendez. Elizabeth Melendez's deposition reveals that she invoked the

marital privilege as to all communications between Melendez and herself.

Defendants object that, despite her earlier reliance on the marital privilege, Elizabeth
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Melendez references communications between herself and her husband in her declaration. This is

objectionable because at deposition Defendants had the opportunity to cross-examine Elizabeth

Melendez, but with a declaration, Defendants have no such opportunity. However, there is no bar

to invoking a privilege in the first instance and later waiving the privilege, so long as there is no

prejudice shown; Defendants offer no such argument. Also, Defendants never moved to compel the

testimony for which Elizabeth Melendez claimed the marital privilege. Fmiher, the content of

Elizabeth Melendez's declaration is not outcome-determinative as to the existence of any genuine

issue ofmaterial fact. Thus, Defendants will not be prejudiced by Elizabeth Melendez's inconsistent

invocation of this privilege.

f Defendant Anthony's evidentimy objections

In his reply brief to his motion for summmy judgment, Defendant Anthony objects to eight

factual allegations advanced by Melendez in his response brief. As a preliminary matter, Melendez

argues that these objections should have been filed as a formal motion under Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 7(b) and Local Rule 7.1 (b), which stand for the proposition that a request for a court order

must be made by motion and may not be combined with other documents, respectively. However,

the parties may raise admissibility objections in their summmyjudgment materials. See Kesey, LLC

v. Francis, CV. 06-540-AC, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 28078, at *47 (D. Or. Apr. 3,2009) (though the

objections were raised in the parties' summary judgment briefing, "the cOUli still must determine

whether the evidence the parties offer meets the admissibility standards [of] Rule 56(e)."). Rule 56

states, in relevant pmi:

A suppOliing or opposing affidavit must be made on personal knowledge, set out
facts that would be admissible in evidence, and show that the affiant is competent to
testify on the matters stated. Ifa paper or part ofa paper is refelTed to in an affidavit,
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a swom or certified copy must be attached to or served with the affidvait.

FED. R. CIY. P. 56(e)(1) (2009). Thus, Defendant Anthony may argue that the evidence proffered

by Melendez is inadmissible and the court may address these factual disputes here, prior to analyzing

Defendant Anthony's motion for summary judgment.

1. First disputed factual allegation

Defendant Anthony objects to this statement from Melendez's response brief: "It is

undisputed that Plaintiffalleges he was transfel1'ed, in retaliation for making a complaint child abuse

[sic] and complaints over offensive emails, in December of2005." (Pl.'s Response Memo. to MSJ

II at 3.) According to Defendant Anthony, there is no factual support for this allegation and it

contradicts Melendez's sworn deposition testimony. As a preliminary observation, the court points

out that the statement includes the telm "alleges." Melendez may allege whatever he wants and here

he presents this statement as an allegation, not a fact. That said, the court agrees with Defendant

Anthony that the underlying statement remains disputed. Melendez has testified that he did not wish

to be transferred, that he told Chavez that he did not wish to be transferred, and that Chavez and

Defendant Bul1'0WS informed him ofhis transfer and told him he would be fired ifhe failed to show

up for his new position. In addition, whether or not Melendez was retaliated against remains

disputed and is, in part, the subject of the motions for summary judgment. Melendez's statement

that his transfer was in retaliation for protected activity is, on his part, a legal conclusion. Whether

or not Melendez's retaliation claim may proceed to trial will be taken up by the court below and, to

the extent Melendez has offered a legal conclusion, such conclusion will be rejected.

ii. Second disputed factual allegation

Defendant Anthony's second factual objection applies to Melendez's statement that he
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alleges retaliation based on child abuse reporting and sexually explicit emails. Again, an allegation

differs from a statement purporting to set forth a material fact. Further, the court deems this "fact"

as a legal conclusion.

111. Third disputed factual allegation

Defendant Anthony objects to Melendez's claim in his response brief that he did not receive

"good faith" consideration for a position coaching soccer and the extra wages such a position would

bring, citing paragraph 36 of his declaration. This paragraph states that he inquired about the

coaching position but was rebuffed by Defendant Anthony's terse response. According to Defendant

Anthony, Melendez's characterization is inaccurate and unsupported by his declaration. Defendant

Anthony also objects on the ground that good faith involves subjective intent, which is something

that cannot be proven by the factual asseliions of another.

Melendez is entitled to promote his interpretation ofevents and draw inferences he feels are

reasonable based on the evidentiary record. The cOUli is responsible for evaluating the inferences

ofboth patiies and determining which are suppOlied by the evidence before it, subject to the standard

for summaty judgment. Defendant Anthony's objection is noted, but Melendez's characterization

does not merit exclusion from the record.

iv. Fourth disputed factual allegation

Defendant Anthony objects to Melendez's claim he was told by a teacher that staffmembers

were told by Defendant Anthony that Melendez was a "snitch" and they should not speak to him for

that reason. As stated previously, see supra at 17, this statement does not violate the rule because

it qualifies as an admission. Thus, this allegation is not stricken.

II
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v. Fifth disputed factual allegation

This factual allegation concerns the extent to which Melendez was required to lift and stack

tables when Defendant Anthony put him on cafeteria duty. In his response briefhe states that only

a week after he was released from the hospital, Defendant Anthony ordered him to lift tables in the

cafeteria. In his deposition testimony, Melendez stated that students in detention would assist him

on cafeteria duty and he supervised them lifting the tables and putting them away. Defendant

Anthony argues that this portion of Melendez's testimony should be stricken as sham testimony.

Melendez argues that this is not a flat contradiction; it is, at worst, an inconsistency. The court may

accept inconsistent testimonywhere it can reasonably reconcile the inconsistencies. Here, Melendez

gives no rationale for the inconsistency, and claims only that the are not diametrically opposed. This

does not cure the inconsistency. Rather, the court recognizes that there is a material difference

between Defendant Anthony ordering Melendez to lift and stack tables shortly after being released

from the hospital and ordering Melendez to supervise others lifting and stacking tables. Defendant

Anthony is correct that these two evidentimy submissions are directly at odds with one another on

that point and, thus, Melendez's allegation is stricken.

Melendez also cited to a portion of Defendant Anthony's deposition. Defendant Anthony

objects to use of this deposition testimony because the document is presented as an unauthenticated

draft transcript that cannot be cited to onelied on by the court. In the Ninth Circuit, "[a] deposition

or an extract therefrom is authenticated in a motion for summmy judgment when it identifies the

names of the deponent and the action and includes the reporter's certification that the deposition is

a true record of the testimony of the deponent." Orr v. Bank ofAmerica, NT & SA, 285 F.3d 764,

774 (9th Cir. 2002) (citations omitted). An affidavit of counsel that attests to the excerpt's
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authenticity is insufficient, "even if the affiant-counsel w[as] present at the deposition." Id.

Here, the deposition excerpt is attached to the declaration ofDaniel Snyder, who attests that

it is a "true and conect cop[y] ofa rough draft of the deposition transcript of Ronald Anthony."

(Snyder Dec!. 2.) Under Orr, this is insufficient authentication and the deposition excerpt cannot

support Melendez's contention. Melendez, in responding to these objections, has attached the

official transcript of Defendant Anthony's deposition and seeks to substitute these for the draft

copies previously submitted. Melendez argues that because Defendant Anthony was provided with

a draft copy, he was not prejudiced by submission ofthe draft transcript. The court need not decide,

however, whether it will admit it the draft copy, because it finds that the unexplained inconsistency

in the testimony justifies striking the testimony from the evidentimy record, for purposes of this

motion.

v!. Sixth disputed factual allegation

This disputed factual allegation concerns communication between Melendez, Defendant

Anthony, and French. In his response brief, Melendez claims that Defendant Anthony told him he

would talk to French about hiring Melendez as a coach, but that Defendant Anthony never fulfilled

this promise. The factual suppoli in Melendez's declaration states only that French never contacted

Melendez and expresses no opinion as to whether Defendant Anthony ever spoke to French. This

is at odds with Melendez's claim that Defendant Anthony was dishonest with him when he stated

he would talk to French. Again, Melendez is entitled to interpret the record and draw favorable

inferences that support his position. This inference is reasonably based on the record and does not

justify striking the underlying portion of the declaration.

/I
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vii. Seventh disputed factual allegation

This dispute involves a negative performance evaluation Melendez received fi'om Defendant

Anthony regarding his communication skills as an assistant basketball coach. Defendant Anthony

argues that Melendez drew an inappropriate inference from two facts: first, that he played a role in

repOliing child abuse by head basketball coach Fred Long and, second, that he received a negative

performance rating for his failure to communicate with Mr. Long. From these facts, Melendez infers

that the negative performance evaluation was in retaliation for repoliing Mr. Long's child abuse.

Melendez suggests that the report could not have been justified because he reported an incident of

abuse and, therefore, was unable to communicate effectively with Mr. Long.

FUlihermore, Defendant Anthony argues, Melendez's deposition testimony states that after

November 30, 2005, he had no official contact with Defendant Anthony, except for an occasional

greeting in the hallway. Melendez now states that Defendant Anthony acted inappropriately when

he gave him a negative perfonnance evaluation that was not justified under the circumstances.

Melendez argues that the deposition and declaration do not flatly contradict and thus the declaration

testimony should not be stricken. Defendant Anthony replies that this is an unexplained restoration

ofmemOlY which violates the rule against sham affidavits.

First, Melendez is entitled to advance his position by arguing favorable inferences based on

the evidentimy record, which his submitted testimony does appropriately. Defendants' objection is

duly noted. Second, Defendants' objectionto testimony regarding Defendant Anthony's contact with

Melendez following his transfer ignores the distinction between in-person official contact and an

evaluation of Melendez prepared by Defendant Anthony. The court does not consider these two

propositions sufficiently contradictOly to justifY striking them from the record.
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viii. Eighth disputed factual allegation

Defendant Anthony objects to Melendez's claim that Defendant Anthony recommended

eliminating his wife's position at the May 8, 2006, school board meeting. This allegation is

contradicted by Elizabeth Melendez's declaration testimony which states that certain persons "on

fi'iendlyterms" withDefendant Anthonyrecommended eliminating the home school liaison program.

She does not allege that Defendant Anthony himself called for eliminating her position. Thus,

Defendant Anthony argues, it is clear that neither ElizabethMelendez nor her husband have personal

knowledge as to whether Defendant Anthony was involved in the decision to eliminate the home

school liaison program.

Defendant Anthony is COl1'ect that the two declarations are at odds as to who suggested

eliminating Elizabeth Melendez's position at the meeting. However, because they are the testimony

oftwo individuals, rather than a single individual's conflicting testimony, they are not subject to the

rule governing the treatment of sham affidavits. The fact that Melendez and his wife gave differing

accounts as to who said what at the meeting does not justify striking their testimony.

IX. Objections to Elizabeth Melendez's declaration

Defendant Anthony further objects to the content of Elizabeth Melendez's declaration as

including both inadmissible hearsay and information previously withheld under the marital

communications privilege. As above, the court will explicitly address only those instances of

hearsay that are relevant to the current motions. However, there are no instances of hearsay

sufficiently relevant to the current motions to merit specific mention in this disposition. As for the

marital privilege issues, Elizabeth Melendez's prior invocation ofthe marital privilege is immaterial

because, to the extent she describes communications between she and her husband inher declaration,
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their content is not outcome-detenninative of this motion.

x. Defendant Anthony's request for factual findings pursuant to Rule 56Cd)(l)

Defendant Anthony "requests that the [c]oUli make findings as to the material facts at issue."

(Def. Anthony Reply Memo. 19.) Rule 56(d)(1) states:

If summaty judgment is not rendered on the whole action, the cOUli should, to the
extent practicable, determine what material facts are not genuinely at issue. The
court should so determine by examining the pleadings and evidence before it and by
inte11'ogating the attomeys. It should then issue an order specifying what
facts-including items of damages or other relief-are not genuinely at issue. The
facts so specified must be treated as established in the action.

FED. R. CIY. P. 56(d)(l) (2009). This allows the comi to "enter[] summaty judgment upon one or

more issues offact found not to be genuine or material." Archerv. United States, 217 F.2d 548, 550

n.5 (9th Cir. 1954). These findings will be made at the end of this opinion in the "Undisputed

Material Facts" section.

2. MSJ I - Claims Against the District'

The Distl'ict moves for summaty judgment on all claims, specifically claims al'ising under

the ADA, Title VII, section 1983, and associated state law claims.

a. Discrimination based on disability: the ADA and ORS 659A.l00

The American with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. §12201) ("the ADA") prohibits

covered employers from "discriminat[ing] against a qualified individual with a disability because

of the disability of such individual in regard to job application procedures, the hiring, advancement,

or discharge of employees, employee compensation, job training, and other telms, conditions, and

pl'ivileges of employment." 42 U.S.C. §12112(a). The ADA defines "qualified individual with a

1 Melendez stipulated in his response memoranda that he was asserting only § 1983 claims
against Defendants Bu11'oWS and Anthony in their individual capacities.
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disability" as an "individual with a disability who, with or without reasonable accommodation, can

perfonll the essential functions of the employment position that such individual holds or desires."

42 U.S.C. §12111(8); 29 C.F.R. §1630.2(m). In order to prevail on an employment discrimination

claim under the ADA, a plaintiffmust establish that: (1) the plaintiff is a disabled person within the

meaning of the ADA; (2) the plaintiff is able to perform the essential functions of the job, with or

without reasonable accommodation (which the plaintiff must describe); and (3) the employer

terminated the plaintiff because of the disability. Nunes v. Wal-}.;fart Stores, Inc., 164 FJd 1243,

1246 (9th Cir. 1999).

The standard for establishing a prima facie case under the Oregon disability statutes is the

same as under the analogous ADA provision. See Wheeler v. ivlarathon Printing, Inc., 157 Or. App.

290,301 n.6, 974 P.2d 207 (1998) (noting that the Oregon statutory scheme regarding workplace

discrimination against disabled persons "contain[s] language significantly similar to the ADA"); see

also ORS 659A.139 ("O.R.S. 659A.112 to 659A.l39 shall be construed to the extent possible in a

manner that is consistent with any similar provisions ofthe federal Americans with Disabilities Act

of 1990, as amended.").

h Disability

The ADA defines disability as "(A) a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits

one or more of the major life activities of such individual; (B) a record of such an impairment; or

(C) being regarded as having such an impairment[.]" 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1) (2008). The regulations

define "substantially limited" as:

(i) Unable to perform a major life activity that the average person in the general
population can perfonn; or (ii) Significantly restricted as to the condition, manner or
duration under which an individual can perform a patticular major life activity as
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compared to the condition, manner, or duration under which the average person in
the general population can perform that same major life activity.

29 C.F.R. § 1630.20)(1). Three factors are to be considered in determining whether an individual

is substantially limited in a major life activity: (1) the nature and severity ofthe impairment; (2) the

duration or expected duration of the impaitment; and (3) the permanent or long-term impact, or

expected permanent or long-telm impact of or resulting from the impaitment. 29 C.F.R.

§1630.20)(2).

Here, Melendez alleges that amdety, diagnosed as GAD, and depression are impairments that

substantially limit his ability to sleep, a major life activity. Coulis have recognized that a disruption

in sleep may give rise to a disability protected under the ADA. See Traxler, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

at *25 ("Sleeping is a major life activity."). InHeadv. Glacier Northwest Inc., 413 F.3d 1053, 1060

(9th Cir. 2005), the Ninth Circuit held that a sleeping impairment may constitute a substantial

limitation in a major life activity. The plaintiff in Head complained of sleeping only five or six

hours a night with medication, sometimes sleeping not at all, of "passing out" immediately after

returning home from work, and of suffering drowsiness throughout the day as a result of lack of

sleep and medications. This was sufficient to present a genuine issue ofmaterial fact as to whether

the plaintiff was disabled for purposes of the ADA.

The record evidence discloses that Melendez has both been diagnosed with and treated for

anxiety and depression since 2001. See supra at 1-2. Melendez was hospitalized for anxiety and

insomnia on four occasions; one hospitalization lasted for four days. Id at 3,6. Melendez claims

that these conditions negatively impact his ability to sleep such that he is only able to sleep three or

four hours a night. Id. at 6. Melendez also claims that his anxiety condition contributed to his
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failure to pass the test. Id at 8. In March 2006, Melendez was diagnosed with GAD and prescribed

Zoloft for his anxiety and sleeping difficulties. Id at 8. Melendez presented a note, on June 1,2006,

stating that he had been seen that day in urgent care for his condition, GAD. Id. at 10. Therefore,

Melendez has presented sufficient evidence to raise a genuine issue of material fact as to whether

he was disabled by an inability to sleep sufficient to qualify for protection under the ADA.

11. Oualified

To meet his prima facie burden, Melendez must also present a genuine issue ofmaterial fact

that he was qualified for his position. "A 'qualified individual' is 'an individual with a disability

who, with or without reasonable accommodation, can perform the essential functions of the

employment position that such individual holds or desires.''' Bates v. UPS, 511 F.3d 974, 989 (9th

Cir. 2007) (citing 42 U.S.C. § 12111(8)). Where passage of a test is required for continued

employment, the employer must establish that "the qualification standard is (1) 'job related,' (2)

'consistent with business necessity,' and (3) that 'perfOimance cannot be accomplished by reasonable

accommodation. '" Id at 995.

There is no dispute that, outside of the testing requirement established by the No Child Left

Behind Act, Melendez was qualified to perfOim his job duties. See Melendez Dec!. Exs. A-D, I

(perfOimance reviews establishing that Melendez was consistently evaluated as capable of

performing his job). The District argues that if Melendez was unable to meet the celiification

requirements set fOlih under federal regulations and District policy, thenhe cannot be found qualified

as a matter of law. However, Melendez claims that he was prevented from qualifying for his

position, i.e., passing the test, by the District's refusal to reasonably accommodate his testing needs.

Therefore, there is a genuine issue ofmaterial fact as to whether, with reasonable accommodation,
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Melendez would have been able to pass the test and, thus, perform the essential functions ofhis job.

iii. Causation

Melendez must also demonstrate a genuine issue ofmaterial fact as to whether he suffered

an adverse employment action because of his disability. Melendez claims that he requested

accommodation ofhis anxiety from Chavez in September 2004. In March or April 2006, Melendez

alleges that he asked Ashbeck for an extension of the testing deadline because he suffered from

insomnia. Melendez also asked Defendant Burrows for an extension ofthe testing deadline because

ofhis anxiety on June 6, 2006. The record does not include any evidence that Melendez's requests

for accommodation were considered. Thus, there is at least a genuine issue of material fact that

Melendez requested testing accommodations, that these accommodations should have been

addressed and provided, and that the District's failures to accommodate Melendez prevented him

fi'om passing the test. The District's motion for summary judgment on this claim is denied.

b. Race and National Origin Discrimination: Title VII and ORS 659A.030

Melendez has alleged unlawful workplace discrimination based on race and national origin

under two theories: disparate treatment and retaliation. The court will address each in tum.

b Disparate Treatment

As the Supreme Court stated in Raytheon Co. v. Hernandez, 540 U.S. 44, 52 (2003),

"disparate treatment ... is the most easily understood type ofdiscrimination. The employer simply

treats some people less favorably than others because of their race, color, religion, sex or [other

protected characteristic]." (quoting Int 'I Bhd a/Teamsters v. UnitedStates, 431 U.S. 324, 335 n.l5

(1977) (internal quotation marks omitted)). Melendez alleges that the Districttreatedhim differently

than other employees because of his race and national origin. This presents a claim of disparate
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treatment, in violation of Title VII and Oregon law.

"In order to withstand summary judgment on [a] disparate treatment claim, [a] plaintiffmay

either demonstrate a triable issue based on direct or circumstantial evidence that he was the target

of intentional . . . discrimination, or he may make his case under the }vfcDonneli Douglas

framework." Courtney v. Oregon Dept. of State Police, Civ. No. 06-6223-TC, 2008 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 53282, at *30-31 (D. Or. July 11, 2008)(citingA'IcDonneliDouglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S.

792 (1973)). In this case, the parties have relied on the burden-shifting framework set forth in

lvfcDonneli Douglas.

"Under lvfcDonne/l Douglas, aplaintiffalleging disparate treatment under Title VII must first

establish a prima facie case of discrimination. Specifically, the plaintiff must show that (1) he

belongs to a protected class; (2) he was qualified for the position; (3) he was subject to an adverse

employment action; and (4) similarly situated individuals outside his protected class were treated

more favorably." Chaungv. Univ. ofCalifornia Davis, 225 FJd 1115, 1123 (9th Cir. 2000) (internal

citation omitted). "The requisite degree ofproofnecessary to establish aprimafacie case for a Title

VII claim on summary judgment 'is minimal and does not even need to rise to the level of a

preponderance ofthe evidence.'" l\IcNackv. Warren, Civil No. 99-1211-KI, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

14381, at *13 (D. Or. Sept. 29, 2000) (quoting Wallis v. J.R. Simplot Co., 26 FJd 885, 889 (9th Cir.

1994)). "The plaintiff need only offer evidence which 'gives rise to an inference of unlawful

discrimination.'" Wallis, 26 FJd at 889 (quoting Lowe v. City ofivionrovia, 775 F.2d 998,1007 (9th

Cir. 1985)).

Once a plaintiffhas made his prima facie showing ofdiscrimination, "[t]he burden then must

shift to the employer to articulate some legitimate, nondiscriminatOlY reason for the employee's
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rejection." },11cDonneli Douglas, 411 U.S. at 802. See also Knox v. City ofPortland, 543 F. Supp.

2d 1238, 1247 (D. Or. 2008) ("Ifplaintiffmakes a prima facie case, the burden ofproduction then

shifts to the employer to articulate some legitimate, non-discriminatOlY reason for the adverse

employment action." (citing Chaung v. Univ. ofCal., 225 FJd 1115, 1123-1124 (9th Cir. 2000))).

Ifthe defendant successfully gives such a reason for the employment action, the plaintiffmust then

demonstrate that the proffered reason is pretextual. Chaung, 225 F.3d at 1124. Pretext may be

established in one of two ways: "(1) indirectly by showing that defendant's proffered explanation

is unwolthy of credence because it is internally inconsistent or otherwise not believable; or (2)

directly, by showing that unlawful discrimination more likely motivated the defendant." White v.

TA Operating Corp., Civil No. 06-1747-AA, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48103, *8-9 (D. Or. June 19,

2008) (citing Godwin v. Hunt Wesson, Inc., 150 FJd 1217, 1220 (9th Cir. 1998)).

For a claim arising under ORS 659A.030, where the federal COutt has supplemental

jurisdiction, the plaintiff need only make a prima facie showing of discrimination to survive

summary judgment. See Adams v. Home Depot USA, Inc., Civ. No. 05-ST-1798-ST, 2007 WL

4565163, at *16 (D. Or. Dec. 19, 2007) ("a plaintiff who establishes a prima faCie case of

discrimination under Title VII or ADEA survives summary judgment on the corresponding

discrimination claim under ORS 659A.030 without having to satisfy the next steps ofthe iv1cDonneli

Douglas framework."). This lUle does not hold where the COutt has diversity jurisdiction, however,

as the Ninth Circuit held in Snead v. lvfetropolitan Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 237 FJd 1080, 1091 (9th

Cir.2001). See Adams, 2007 WL 4565163, at *17 ("Snead holds that federal COutts with diversity

jurisdiction must apply the lvfcDonneli Douglas burden-shifting framework to claims under ORS

659A.030."). Snead does not apply to claims in federal court based on supplemental jurisdiction.
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Id. In this case, the court has supplemental jurisdiction over Melendez's state law discrimination

claim and, thus, Melendez needs only establish the prima facie elements of a Title VII claim to

survive surnmmy judgment.

A. Prima Facie Burden

Melendez meets his prima facie burden under the klcDonneli Douglas framework as his

evidence creates a genuine issue ofmaterial fact on each ofthe required elements. First, Melendez

was born in Mexico and is Hispanic. Although he is a legal resident of the United States, he is not

a citizen. Therefore, Melendez is a member of two protected classes, those of race and national

origin. Second, for the duration ofhis employment with the District, Melendez was qualified for his

position. Third, Melendez was subjected to tlll'ee adverse employment actions occUlTing within the

statute of limitations when he was involuntarily transfel1'ed, terminated, and subsequently not

rehired. FOUl1h, other non-Hispanic employees were treated more favorably than Melendez.

Because Melendez meets his prima facie burden, the District's motion for summary judgment on

Melendez's ORS 659A.030 claim is denied.

B. Legitimate Non-DiscriminatOlY Reason

Because Melendez met his prima facie burden to demonstrate disparate treatment under the

federal framework, the District is required to proffer a legitimate, non-discriminatOlY reason for the

adverse employment action. The District states that Melendez was transfel1'ed because he was the

most qualified EA for that position and was telminated because he failed to pass the test. The District

does not provide a legitimate non-discriminatory reason for its failure to rehire Melendez.

C. Pretext

Melendez maintains that the District's proffered reasons are merely pretextual. First,
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Melendez tried for years to get a coaching position with the school, but all such positions were given

to other staffmembers. Melendez recalls an instance when a Caucasian man who had just graduated

from high school was hired for a coaching position over Melendez. Second, Melendez was the only

EA required to perf011lljanitorial tasks while on cafeteria duty. Once, when he refused to perform

these tasks, a Caucasian cafeteria worker took a fi'ench fry off the ground and placed it on

Melendez's plate. When Melendez reported this behavior, Defendant Anthony spoke to the

employee, but did not otherwise punish her. Third, Melendez was the only employee involuntarily

transferred to the altemative school, despite having communicated that he did not wish to be

transferred. Fourth, Melendez was personally barred from wearing clothing that might be viewed

as gang-related while Caucasian employees were allowed to wear similar clothing.

Despite Melendez's earlier beliefand representations that the treatment he complained ofwas

not racial discrimination, there is a genuine issue of material fact that he experienced disparate

treatment. The District provides no evidence that Melendez was the only EA qualified for the

transfer. The District also claims that Melendez was terminated for failure to pass the test, but there

is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether the District failed to accommodate Melendez's

disability in taking that same test. IfMelendez was the victim ofracial discrimination, this failure

to accommodate may also stem from that racial animus. The District provided no rationale for its

failure to rehire Melendez. Thus, there is a genuine dispute as to whether the adverse employment

actions occurred for legitimate or discriminatory reasons. Accordingly, the District's motion for

summary judgment on Melendez's Title VII disparate treatment claim is denied.

11. Retaliation

Melendez also alleges that he was retaliated against after voicing complaints of
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discrimination based on his race and national origin and in violation ofTitle VII. Chapter 42 ofthe

United States Code, section 2000e-3 states, in relevant pmi:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to discriminate against
any ofhis employees or applicants for employment ... because he has opposed any
practice made an unlawful employment practice by [Title VII], or because he has
made a charge, testified, assisted, or pmiicipated in any manner in an investigation,
proceeding, or hearing under [Title VII).

42 USCS § 2000e-3. This provision of Title VII "protects the right to be free from celiain types of

forbidden discrimination, as well as the right to speak out against such discrimination. It also

protects against retaliation for the exercise of the right to speak out against discrimination."

Hernandez, 343 F.3d at 1113.

The l'vicDonnell Douglas framework also governs retaliation claims arising under Title VII.

See Bergene v. Salt River ProjectAgric. Improvement & Power Dist., 272 F.3d 1136, 1140 (9th Cir.

200I) ("We apply a system of shifting burdens in Title VII discrimination and retaliation cases."

(citing ]v1cDonnell Douglas, 411 U.S. at 802-803)). "A plaintiff may establish aprimafacie case

of discriminatory retaliation by showing that: (I) she engaged in a protected activity; (2) she was

subjected to an adverse employment action; and (3) there was a causal link between the protected

activity and the adverse employment action." Jamal v. Wilshire 2vigmt. Leasing Corp., 320 F. Supp.

2d 1060, 1078 (D. Or. June 10,2004) (citing Bergene, 272 F.3d at 1141). "Ifthe plaintiffestablishes

a primafacie case, '[t]he Jv1cDonnell Douglas' order and allocation ofproof that governs disparate

treatment claims also governs retaliation claims. ,,, Kitchen v. WSCO Petroleum Corp., 481 F. Supp.

2d 1136, 1144 (D. Or. Jan. 29, 2007) (citing YartzojJv. Thomas, 809 F.2d 13'71, 1375 (9th Cir.

1987), cert. denied 498 U.S. 939 (1990)). As above, ifMelendez can meet his prima facie burden,

the District must proffer a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the adverse employment action.
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If the District can produce such a reason, Melendez then has the opportunity to rebut that reason as

a mere pretext for the adverse action. Also, if Melendez meets his prima facie burden under Title

VII, his retaliation claim under Oregon law will survive summary judgment.

A. Prima Facie Burden

Melendez must first establish that he engaged inprotected activity, that is, he has complained

about activity made unlawful under Title VII or has participated in "an investigation, proceeding,

or hearing," pursuant to Title VII. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a). According to Melendez, he complained

to Defendant Anthony that Rill made derogatory comments about Hispanic student football players.

He also complained to Defendant Anthony about the cafeteria employee who put food from the floor

onto his plate, which he felt was a derogatory comment on his race. In August 2005, Melendez

complained to Chavez that he was being discriminated based on race. Melendez also claimed

discrimination in his BOLI complaint. Thus, Melendez has presented a genuine issue offact as to

whether he engaged in activity protected under Title VII.

The second prima facie element Melendez must establish is that he was subjected to an

adverse employment action. It is clear from the record that the District involuntarily transferred,

terminated, and failed to rehire Melendez. These are all adverse employment actions and, thus, the

second prong is met.

The third prima facie element Melendez must establish is a causal connection between the

protected activity and the adverse employment action or actions. Melendez has presented sufficient

evidence ofracial animus in the District and opposition to Melendez engaging in protected activity

to create an inference that the adverse employment actions were in retaliation for such activity.

Because Melendez has made his prima facie case under Title VII, the District's motion for summary
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judgment on his state law retaliation claim is denied.

Proceeding under the McDonnell Douglas framework for the federal claim, the District

claims legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons for the involuntary transfer and tennination. However,

there are genuine issues of material fact as to whether these reasons are legitimate or pretextual.

Melendez has presented substantial evidence that he was the victim ofrace and national origin based

discrimination. that he had reported this discrimination several times, and that such behavior had

earned him a negative reputation amongst some administrators and staff. This evidence is sufficient

to support an inference that the reasons given were pretextual. Thus, there is at least a genuine issue

ofmaterial fact as to whether Melendez was retaliated against for engaging in conduct protected by

Title VII. The District also claims that failure to rehire was not alleged and, thus, they need not give

a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for it. On this point, the District is inc011'ect. In his

complaint, Melendez alleged both disparate treatment and retaliation claims under Title VII, and

although he did not specify which adverse employment actions he claimed gave rise to the harms,

he did allege that he had been wrongly transfe11'ed, terminated, and not rehired. Therefore, there is

a genuine issue of material fact as to whether the District failed to rehire Melendez in violation of

Title VII and the District's motion as to this claim is denied.

c. Whistleblower Claim

Melendez alleges a claim under Oregon's whistle-blower statute. Under Oregon law:

It is an unlawful employment practice for an employer to discharge, demote, suspend
or in any manner discriminate or retaliate against an employee with regard to
promotion, compensation or other terms, conditions or privileges ofemployment for
the reason that the employee has in good faith reported criminal activity by any
person, has in good faith caused a complainant's infOlmation or complaint to be filed
against any person, has in good faith cooperated with any law enforcement agency
conducting a criminal investigation, has in good faith brought a civil proceeding
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against an employer or has testified in good faith at a civil proceeding or criminal

trial.

OR. REv. STAT. 659A.230 (2007). Citing this statutoty section, the Ninth Circuit has noted that

"[t]he clear purpose ofthe whistle-blower statute is to protect employees who initiate or aid in a civil

or criminal proceeding." Ransom v. HBE Corp., 73 Fed. Appx. 919, 921 (9th Cir. 2003). This

. protection extends to internal complaints, but only those that "further the statutory goal of initiating

a civil or criminal proceeding." See id (where employee repolied a dangerous asbestos situation to

supervisors, but did not externally report until after telIDination. Without evidence that he intended

to extemally repmi it while employed, the employee could not invoke "whistleblower" protections).

Here, there is substantial evidence that Melendez opposed and reported incidents of child

abuse. There is evidence that these incidents would have gone unreported but for Melendez's

efforts. Melendez made both internal and external reports about the alleged abuse. These facts

coupled with the alleged discriminatory treatment Melendez experienced are sufficient to create a

genuine issue ofmaterial fact as to whether the District discriminated against Melendez in violation

ofOregon's whistleb10wer statute. FmihelIDore, there is evidence sufficient to create an issue offact

that Melendez was not rehired as a result of pursuing his legal rights against the District; a

reasonable juror could find that Defendant Burrows's testimony that he did not wish to rehire

Melendez as a result ofalleged fabrications in his Oregon TOli Claims Act complaint was retaliation

for Melendez's reports. Therefore, Defendants' motion is denied on this claim as well.

d. Wrongful Discharge2

"The elements ofa wrongful discharge claim are simple: there must be a discharge and that

2 The terms "discharge" and "teIIDination" are used interchangeably in this disposition.
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discharge must be 'wrongfuL'" Moustachetti v. Oregon, 319 Or. 319, 325, 877 P.2d 66 (1994). In

general, an employee may be terminated for any reason, "absent a contractual, statutory or

constitutional requirement[.]" Babickv. Oregon Arena Corp., 333 Or. 401, 407 n.2, 40 P.3d 1059

(2002). However, "[a] termination is wrongful when an employee is telminated for: (I) fulfilling

an impOitant public duty; or (2) exercising ajob-related right that reflects on impoltant public policy.

Determining whether a public duty exists is a question of law." White, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

48103, at *11-12 (citing Babick, 33 Or. at 407).

As a tlu·eshold matter, the District points out that Melendez has an adequate statutory remedy

and, thus, this common law claim is preempted. "Under Oregon law, the common law remedy for

wrongful discharge or termination is available only in the absence ofan adequate statutory remedy."

Courtney, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53282, at *10 (citing Delaney v. Taco Time Int'l, Inc., 297 Or. 10,

681 P.2d 114, 118 (1984». InDraperv. Astoria School DistrictNo. IC, 995 F. Supp. 1122, 1130-31

(D. Or. 1998), abrogated on other grounds by Rabkin v. Oregon Health Sciences University, 350

F.3d 967 (9th Cir .2003), the court stated that "a claim for common law wrongful discharge is not

available in Oregon if (1) an existing remedy adequately protects the public interest in question, or

(2) the legislature has intentionally abrogated the common law remedies by establishing an exclusive

remedy (regardless of whether the courts perceive that remedy to be adequate)."

Until recently, this district recognized a separate claim for wrongful termination where the

plaintiffhad also alleged discrimination under Title VII and its state law analogue, ORS 659A.030.

See Halseth v. B.C. Towing, Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42080, at *31 (D. Or. Aug. 23, 2005)

("Like most of the other judges and magistrate judges in this district, I have concluded that the

remedies available under Title VII and parallel Oregon state law do not preclude claims for wrongful
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discharge under Oregon connnon law." (citations omitted)). However, recent legislative action has

expanded the remedies available under ORS 659A.030 and altered the preemption analysis.

In Battan v. Allwest Underground, Inc., Civ. No. 08-707-BR, 2008 WL 4191467, at *6 (D.

Or. Sept. 5, 2008), Judge Brown noted that "the Oregon Legislature enacted House Bill 2260 in

2007, which added § 659A.030 to the list ofprovisions for which a jury trial and compensatory and

punitive damages are available." Courts in this district had previously declined to preempt a

wrongful discharge claim because Title VII "cap[ped] compensatory and punitive damages," and

ORS 659A.030(1)(f) "limit[ed] recovery of economic damages." Id. Under the expanded remedial

scheme set forth by House Bill 2260, the court held that "[section] 659A.030(1)(f) provides adequate

remedies to the extent Plaintiff intended to base his claim on wrongful discharge in retaliation for

pusuing his right to be free from racial discrimination." Id.; see also Reid v. Evergreen Aviation

GroundLogistics Enterprise, Inc., Civ. No. 07-1641-AC, 2009 WL 136091, at *16 (D. Or. Jan. 20,

2009) (surveying decisions in the District of Oregon that are in agreement with Battan.). Thus,

where the plaintiff, as here, seeks relief under ORS 659A.030, he or she has an adequate statutory

remedy that preempts a claim for connnon law wrongful discharge. Accordingly, Melendez's

wrongful discharge claim is preempted and the District's motion for summary judgment as to this

claim is granted.

III. MSJ I & II - Section 1983 claims against individual defendants Burrows and Anthony'

"Section 1983 provides a federal cause of action against any person who, acting under color

of state law, deprives another of his federal rights." Conn v. Gabbert, 526 U.S. 286, 290 (1999)

3 Melendez stipulated in his response memoranda that he was asserting only § 1983 claims

against Defendants BUlTOWS and Anthony in their individual capacities.
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(citing 42 U.S.C. § 1983). Melendez alleges that Defendants Bu11'0WS and Anthony deprived him

of his right to equal protection by racially discriminating against him. "In order to prove

discrimination in violation of§ 1983, a plaintiffmust demonstrate that the defendants acted with the

intent to discriminate. A plaintiff who fails to establish intentional discrimination for purposes of

Title VII ... fails to establish intentional discrimination for purposes of § 1983." Sischo-Nownejad

v. },;lerced Community College Dist., 934 F.2d 1104, 1112 (9th Cir. 1991).

A prima facie equal protection claim under section 1983 has two elements: the plaintiff

"must prove that [the defendant] 'acted in a discriminatmy manner and that the discrimination was

intentional.'" Bingham v. City ofiV1anhattan Beach, 341 F.3d 939,948 (9th Cir. 2003) (quoting

Reese v. Jefferson Sch. Dist. No. 14J, 208 F.3d 736, 740 (9th Cir. 2000». With respect to his

section 1983 claim, Melendez alleges that Defendant Burrows "was the final decision-making

authority in not renewing [Melendez's] contract." (Complaint 12.) Melendez argues inhis briefthat

Defendant Bu11'0WS "violated [his] right[] to be free from such discrimination and retaliation." (MSJ

I Resp. Memo. 31.) Defendant Bu11'0WS argues that Melendez cannot demonstrate that his equal

protection rights were violated or that Defendant Bu11'0WS intended to deprive him of that right.

Because, as Defendant Burrows maintains, Melendez failed to pass the test and was no longer

qualified for his position, no inference of racial discrimination can attach to his termination.

Melendez has presented no evidence that Defendant Burrows discriminated against him

based on his race. To the extent that Defendant Burrows was involved in Melendez's involuntmy

transfer and tetmination, there is nothing to suggest that his involvement was motivated by racial

animus. Melendez never testified that Defendant Burrows was intentionally discriminatmy toward

him, nor did he provide evidence in another fmm that suggests that Defendant Bu11'0WS was racially
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biased. Thus, even assuming Defendant Burrows acted wrongfully in his dealings with Melendez,

there is simply no evidence to support an inference ofthe racial discrimination that the section 1983

claim requires. Accordingly, Defendant Burrows's motion for summary judgment as to his

individual liability under section 1983 is granted.

Melendez also alleges a claim against Defendant Anthony for violation of his equal

protection rights contrary to the dictate of section 1983. Defendant Anthony argues that summary

judgment on this claim should be granted because the discriminatory acts alleged by Melendez

occurred outside the statute oflimitations. He makes no other arguments in opposition to this claim,

except that he "expressly adopts and incorporates herein the arguments and evidence presented by

defendant Burrows and the District in support oftheir respective motions for summmy judgment."

(MSJ II, Def. Memo. at 10.) Thus, Defendant Anthony does not make any specific arguments as to

the sufficiencyofMelendez's evidence, though he does adopt those made by Defendant Bun'ows and

the District.

First, as to the statute oflimitations, the action was filed in this court on June 13, 2007. A

two-year statute of limitations applies to section 1983 actions. See ORS 12.110(1) (2007) ("An

action for assault, battely, false imprisonment, or for any injulY to the person or rights of another,

not arising on contract, and not especially enumerated in this chapter, shall be commenced within

two years[.]"). Therefore, Defendant Anthony may only be liable for events occurring after June 13,

2005. This is not disputed. Defendant Anthony claims that all incidents giving rise to Melendez's

claim under section 1983 occurred prior to that date and, thus, the claim must fail.

Melendez argues that his involuntmy transfer occurred in December 2005 which, alone, is

sufficient to defeat Defendant Anthony's statute of limitations argument. He also cites several
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events that allegedly took place after July 13, 2005: Defendant Anthony refused to give him a

coaching position; told staff members Melendez was a "snitch"; ordered Melendez to perform

janitorial tasks; gave Melendez a negative evaluation as an assistant basketball coach; and

recommended the elimination of Elizabeth Melendez's position at a school board meeting. (MSJ

II, Def. Memo. at 11-12.) Thus, there is a genuine issue ofmaterial fact as to whether conduct giving

rise to section 1983 liability was committed by Defendant Anthony within the statute oflimitations.

Second, Defendant Anthony asserts the arguments and evidence presented by the other

defendants in their summaty judgment materials. With respect to claims under section 1983,

Defendant BUITOWS did not present evidence or argumentation as to Defendant Anthony's allegedly

discriminatory conduct. Rather, Defendant BUITOWS argued that his own conduct was not motivated

by racial animus and that Melendez cannot show otherwise. The District does not address section

1983 claims because none was lodged against the District. Therefore, there are no relevant

at'guments to apply in defense ofDefendant Anthony. As for the evidence submitted by Defendant

Burrows and the District, the court declines to perfonll Defendant Anthony's task and seat'ch through

the record for evidence to support his arguments. See Local Rule 56.l(e) (the court has no

independent duty to search the record).

Defendant Anthony also argues that he is entitled to qualified immunity. Government

officials may assert the defense of qualified immunity, which bars the officials' liability under

specific circumstances. See lvIitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 526 (1985); accordSaucier, 533 U.S.

194, 200-201 (2001). A govemment official performing a discretionary function is entitled to

qualified immunity .so long as "their conduct does not violate clearly established statutOly or

constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known." Harlow v. Fitzgerald,457
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U.S. 800, 818 (9th Cir. 1982).

The Supreme COUli set fOlih the standard for qualified immunity in Saucier, 533 U.S. 194.

A government official is entitled to qualified immunity unless his conduct both violated a

constitutional right and the constitutional right was clearly defined such that "it would be clear to

a [the official] that his conduct was unlawful in the situation he confronted." Saucier, 533 U.S. at

201-202.4 To overcome the Saucier standard and defeat qualified immunity, the plaintiffcannot rely

on conclusory allegations and must allege particular facts. See Backlund v. Barnhart, 778 F.2d 1386,

1389 (9th Cir. 1985) ("Harlow, Davis, and},;fitchellmake it cleat· that, to survive summaryjudgment,

a plaintiffmust offer more than general conclusory allegations that the defendant violated his First

. orFourteenth Amendmentrights. ... In other words, the plaintiffmust show that the particularji:lCts

of his case support a claim of clearly established right." (emphasis in original».

This burden is originally on the plaintiff but, if met, the burden shifts to the government

official to "prove that their conduct was reasonable eventhough it might have violated constitutional

standards." Romero v. Kitsap County, 931 F.2d 624, 627 (9th Cir. 1991) (quoting Baker v.

Racansky, 887 F.2d 183, 185 (9th Cir. 1989) and citing Benigni v. City ofHemet, 879 F.2d 472, 479-

480 (9th Cir. 1988». The district cOUli's task is as follows:

4 In Saucier, the Supreme Court announced a two-step sequence for resolving qualified
immunity claims that required cOUlis to first decide whether a plaintiff had made out a claim of
constitutional violation and then, only if plaintiff satisfied that first step, decide whether the
constitutional right at issue was "clearly established. 533 U.S. at 201. In Pearson v. Callahan,_
U.S. _, 129 S. Ct. 808 (2009), the Supreme COUli held that "the Saucier procedure should not be
regarded as an inflexible requirement" and that "judges ofthe district courts and the courts ofappeals
should be pelmitted to exercise their sound discretion in deciding which of the two prongs of the
qualified immunity analysis should be addressed first in light ofthe circumstances ofthe patiiculat·
case at hand." Pearson, 129 S. Ct. at 818. The Court acknowledged that the lower courts retained
the full discretion to decide whether to apply the Saucier procedure. Pearson, 129 S. Ct. at 821.
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when qualified immunity is at stake, a court must first determine whether the law has
been clearly established. If the court decides the law is clearly established, it must
then decide whether a reasonable officer would have known that his conduct violated
rights. At the third step in the inquiry, it is within the court's discretion to permit
limited discovery to detemJine ifthere are genuine issues ofmaterial fact sUlTounding
the reasonableness of the [official]'s conduct.

Romero, 931F.2d at 628 (internal citations omitted).

"The law prohibiting sex and race discrimination is clearly established. Thus, qualified

immunity is not a defense to a claim ofintentional discrimination." lvfcNack, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

14381 at *18 (citing ivlustafa v. Clark County Sch. Dist., 157 FJd 1169, 1180 (9th Cir. 1998)).

Defendant Anthony provides no analysis regarding his entitlement to qualified immunity. Indeed,

his only claim to this defense arises from his blanket adoption ofDefendant BUlTows's arguments.

The court need not consider whether this supports a qualified immunity defense, because Defendant

Anthony's argument is without merit. The law prohibiting racial discrimination in employment is

well established and Defendant Anthony undoubtedly would have known that the alleged conduct

was in violation of Melendez's rights. Accordingly, Defendant Anthony should not be granted

qualified immunity and his motion for summaty judgment on this claim is denied.

IV, Motion to Enlarge the Record

Defendant BUlTOWS and the District separately move to enlarge the record to include a BOLI

complaint filed by Melendez on March 26, 2009. In the complaint, Melendez states that he was

terminated for failure to pass the test. Defendant Burrows and the District argue that this is "direct

evidence" that the reason for telminating Melendez was "his failure to pass a math test[,]" and not

discrimination or retaliation for lawful behavior. (Memo. in Support of Motion to Enlarge 2.)

Melendez argues that the statement was merely background infolTllation setting fOlih the
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timeline of events giving rise to his BaLI complaint. Melendez subsequently filed a declaration

clarifYing his position that his termination was based on discrimination and retaliation, and that his

failure to pass the test resulted from Defendant Bul1'ows's and the District's failure to accommodate

his disability. Melendez requests thilt, ifthe court grants the motion to enlarge that it also admit the

declaration. Indeed, it is clear from the BaLI complaint and the context of his statement that

Melendez was not conceding that his termination was lawful. The complaint specifically references

his claims against Defendant BUiTOWS and the District cUl1'ently before the court. Furthermore, the

declaration subsequently filed in conjunction with the BaLI complaint provides additional

clarification of this point.

The court sees no reason to include additional documents in the evidentimy record before it,

where those docinnents contain infOlmation that is merely duplicative. The complaint and

declaration do not add value to the evidentimy record. Neither party will be prejudiced or

advantaged by their exclusion and, thus, Defendant Burrows's and the District's motion is denied.

Undisputed Material Facts

Pursuant to Rule 56(d)(1), Defendant Anthony requested that the court make factual findings.

Accordingly, the court hereby finds the following facts are not genuinely at issue:

1. Melendez was hired by the District in September 2001 as an Educational Assistant.

2. Melendez has a histOly of anxiety, depression, and insomnia. He has been hospitalized for

anxiety, prescribed medication to treat depression and anxiety, and has difficulty sleeping.

3. At the time he applied for employment with the District, Melendez did not request any

accommodations related to his disability.

4. Melendez is a legal permanent resident of the United States and a citizen of Mexico.
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5. As Melendez was filling out his employment paperwork, he told Defendant Anthony that he was

not a United States citizen, but Defendant Anthony told him to indicate that he was, on the

paperwork, because it did not matter for their purposes.

6. Throughout his employment, Melendez consistentlyreceived perfolmance reviews that indicated

he was satisfactorily performing his job duties.

7. The federal government passed a law in 2003 requiring all Educational Assistants to become

"highly qualified," under the terms of the No Child Left Behind Act. The District informed

Melendez that trainings for the test were available.

8. Melendez took the test several times, each time passing the reading and writing sections, but

failing the math section.

9. The District reminded Melendez several times that he needed to pass the test to continue his

employment with the district.

10. Shortly before the deadline for passing the test, Melendez presented Defendant Burrows with

a note from his doctor stating that Melendez had been seen that day in tiIe urgent care clinic for

Generalized Anxiety Disorder..

11. Melendez did not pass the test prior to the deadline and was telminated. After he was notified

that he was terminated, Melendez was given an additional nineteen days to pass the test, at which

time his termination would be rescinded.

12. Melendez reported an incident of child abuse, the B.B. incident, to Defendant Anthony and

subsequently reported the incident to tiIe District and the Morrow County Police Department.

13. Melendez repolied to district employees what he considered unfair and racially discriminatory

treatment, and complained that he was not given coaching positions despite his repeated attempts
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to obtain a coaching position.

14. The District perfonned an investigation into Melendez's complaints. As a result Defendant

Anthony was reprimanded and Rill was dismissed. Melendez received a coaching position.

15. Melendez reported that he received an inappropriate email from French. This incident was

investigated and resulted in the issuance of discipline letters to all involved and a reminder to all

district employees of the District's intemet use policy.

16. At a school board meeting, Melendez again reported his complaints of racial discrimination and

retaliation. The Board took no action on Melendez's complaints.

17. In October 2005, Melendez and Defendant Burrows discussed Defendant Burrows belief that,

in spite ofthe District's investigation of events, Melendez continued to discuss his complaints and

allegations in inappropriate ways. After this meeting, Melendez received a letter from Defendant

Bun'ows which suggested that Melendez cease engaging in the allegedly inappropriate discussions.

18. In December 2005, Melendez was involuntarily transferred to a different position.

19. In February 2006, French sent derogatory emails to Melendez. When Melendez complained to

Defendant Bun'ows about French's emails, Bun'ows initially accused Melendez ofsending the emails

himself.

20. In April 2006, Melendez filed a tort claims notice against the District.

21. Melendez has since applied for positions with the District, but not been hired.

Conclusions

For the reasons above stated, the District and Defendant Bun'ows's Motion for Summary

Judgment (#31) is GRANTED in pmt and DENIED in pmt. Defendant Anthony's Motion for

Summary Judgment (#36) is DENIED. The District and Defendant Bun'ows's Motion to Strike
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(#68) is GRANTED in pmi and DENIED in pmi. The District and Defendant Bu11'ows'S Motion to

Supplement the Summary Judgment Record (#82) is DENIED.

DATED this 19th day ofNovember, 2009.

fofrN V. ACOSTA
United States Magistrate Judge

\/
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